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Abstract
Tunneling of a particle through a potential barrier - i.e. its presence in a classically forbidden
region - remains one of the most remarkable quantum phenomena. Owing to advances in laser tech-
nology, electric fields comparable to those electrons experience in atoms are readily generated [1]
and open opportunities to dynamically investigate the process of electron tunneling through the po-
tential barrier formed by the superposition of both laser and atomic fields [2]. Attosecond-time [3]
and angstrom-space resolution of the strong laser-field technique [4] allow to address fundamental
questions related to tunneling, which are still open and debated[5–9]: Which time is spent under the
barrier and what momentum is picked up by the particle in the meantime? In this combined exper-
imental and theoretical study we demonstrate that for strong-field ionization the leading quantum
mechanical Wigner treatment for the time resolved description of tunneling is valid. We achieve a
high sensitivity on the tunneling barrier and unambiguously isolate its effects by performing a dif-
ferential study of two systems with almost identical tunneling geometry. Moreover, working with a
low frequency laser, we essentially limit the non-adiabaticity of the process as a major source of un-
certainty. The agreement between experiment and theory implies two substantial corrections with
respect to the widely employed quasiclassical treatment: In addition to a non-vanishing longitudinal
momentum along the laser field-direction we provide clear evidence for a non-zero tunneling time
delay. This addresses also the fundamental question how the transition occurs from the tunnel bar-
rier to free space classical evolution of the ejected electron. Given that we find tunneling times on
the order of tens of attoseconds, our work has relevant applications for attosecond spectroscopy with
nowadays resolution on this order because common techniques such as high-harmonic generation
[10, 11] or laser-induced electron diffraction [12, 13] rely also on tunnel ionization.
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To specifically probe the tunneling step one takes advantage of the fact that the electron, once
ionized, is driven by the laser electric field. Using close-to-circularly polarized laser pulses (atto-
clock configuration), and therefore a rotating electric field, the instant of time when the electron
appears in the continuum is effectively mapped onto a characteristic emission direction that can
be measured after the pulse [3, 6, 14, 15] (Fig. 1a). In order to correctly disentangle the tunneling
step information (time, momentum and position right after tunneling) in the final photoelectron
momentum distribution, and to achieve a meaningful quantitative interpretation of attoclock re-
sults, the laser pulse parameters must be known and the Coulomb-interaction with the remaining
ion along the electron excursion in the continuum must be taken into account. At present, we
are witnessing an ongoing debate about the role of the initial electron momentum [5, 16–19] as
well as the question whether and how the electron motion can be traced back to the tunneling step
[6, 8, 15].
In our approach the tunneling dynamics is described quantum mechanically for a quasistatic
barrier via solution of the Schro¨dinger equation, and fully accounts for the Coulomb interaction
during the under-the-barrier dynamics. For a full description of the electron dynamics in the
laser field, we connect the tunneling step to the following second step of classical excursion in
the continuum using the initial conditions provided by our quantum calculation (Fig. 1a), and
deduce the signatures of the tunneling step that emerge in the asymptotic photoelectron momentum
distribution.
The theoretical predictions are compared with the experiment, where a high sensitivity on the
tunneling step is achieved by measuring strong-field tunneling ionization of atomic species with
slightly different ionization potentials, but under otherwise absolutely identical laser and experi-
mental conditions. To achieve this, we simultaneously collect within the same experiment photo-
electron momentum distributions with high resolution for ionization of a gas mixture containing
argon and krypton. Elliptically polarized, 60 fs laser pulses (1300 nm) at various intensities in
the low 1014 W/cm2 range are focused into the gas beam at the centre of a reaction microscope
[20] that allows for the coincident detection of electron-ion pairs created by ionization of Ar or Kr
atoms. The electron spectra of both species are separated unambiguously by means of ion-tagging
allowing comparison with each other (Fig. 2a).
Rather than the absolute value of the most probable photoelectron emission angle we analyse
the angle-difference between both targets in comparison with theory. This quantity is found to be
most sensitive to the initial conditions of the electron trajectory right after tunneling, and, at the
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same time, almost insensitive to systematic errors or any other experimental deficiencies.
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FIG. 1. | Semi-classical picture and initial conditions provided by the Wigner formalism. a, Schematic
representation of the ionization picture: the Coulomb potential is bent by the laser electric field forming
a saddle in the potential (blue line). The bound electron wave packet is ionized through tunneling and
appears as a classical particle at the tunnel exit. Depending on the initial condition of the particle, different
trajectories arise and appear with different momentum on the detector: Simple-man model (red trajectory)
and the case where the initial conditions are given by the Wigner formalism (purple trajectory). b, Electron
trajectories in different models at low (left panel) and high (right panel) laser intensities: (dashed, blue)
Wigner trajectory via Eq. (2), (red, solid) the simple-man trajectory, (purple, solid) classical trajectory with
the initial conditions given by the Wigner formalism. The trajectories are calculated for a krypton atom.
The laser intensities are I = 1.7 (left) and I = 6.1× 1014 W/cm2 (right). The trajectories are shown in
one-dimensional (along the tunneling direction) Cartesian coordinate. c, Initial conditions arising from the
Wigner formalism for the two investigated atoms (argon and krypton): initial time (left panel) and initial
longitudinal momentum (right panel). Notably, at the tunnel exit, the differences between both targets, argon
and krypton, are as small as 10 attoseconds for the time delay and less than 0.1 a.u. for the longitudinal
momentum. 5
For the first step we consider the propagation of the electron’s wave function, originating from
the initial bound state Ψ(ri,0), by the space-time propagator K(r,ri, t) (atomic units me = h¯ =
e= 1 are used throughout):
Ψ(r, t) =
∫
driK(r,ri, t)Ψ(ri,0) . (1)
From the infinite number of contributing trajectories from ri to r, we identify the most dominant
one. We use quasi-static description of the laser field which is justified due to the large value
of the laser period with respect to the characteristic time in the tunneling regime, described by
the smallness of the Keldysh parameter [2]. In this case the electron passes the potential barrier
with an almost constant energy. Accordingly, generalizing the well-known Wigner approach [21],
the most dominant trajectory along the tunneling channel tW (x) is determined by the phase of the
fixed-energy propagator G(x,xi,ε), which is the Fourier-image of K(x,xi, t):
tW (x) =
∂ arg [G(x,xi,ε)]
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
ε=−Ip
, (2)
where Ip is the atomic ionization potential including the Stark-shift in the laser field, x ≡ nˆ ·
r is the one-dimensional tunneling coordinate with nˆ being the unit vector along the tunneling
channel, xi is the starting point of the Wigner trajectory at time t0 = 0, corresponding to the peak
of the laser electric field, and arg [G(x,xi,ε)] = S(x,ε)−S(xi,ε) with S(x,ε) being the phase of the
wave function of the stationary Schro¨dinger equation, which is solved numerically (see details in
Supplemental Material).
Two exemplary Wigner trajectories are shown in Fig. 1b. They both manifest that for the
most probable trajectory the electron appears at the tunnel exit xexit not instantaneously but with
a time delay τW ≡ tW (xexit) > 0. Moreover, we predict a non-vanishing longitudinal momen-
tum along the laser field direction with which the electron appears in the continuum: pW =
(d tW (x)/dx)
−1 |x=xexit . The value of these parameters are decisive for the interpretation of the
attoclock measurement and are heavily discussed [3, 5–9, 17]. In our approach, both, the time
delay and the initial momentum are inherently provided by the Wigner trajectory tW (x). With in-
creasing laser intensity, resulting in an effective shortening of the barrier, the tunneling time delay
decreases and the longitudinal momentum becomes larger (Fig. 1c).
To connect the tunneling step with the subsequent electron motion in the classically allowed
region during the second step, we define a classical trajectory starting at the tunnel exit xexit at time
texit = τW with an initial momentum pexit = pW that mimics the Wigner trajectory (Fig. 1c). As
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the laser field rotates during the tunneling time delay, the electron emission direction as well as
the position of the tunnel exit are adapted to the field direction after the time delay τW . The final
electron momentum after the laser pulse is calculated via classical propagation
p f = pexit−
∫ ∞
texit
dt [E(t)+∇U(r(t))] , (3)
by solving Newton’s equations of motion r¨(t) = −∇U(r(t))−E(t), with E(t) being the laser
electric field and U(r) the potential of the atomic core taking into account its polarization by the
laser [22].
The influence of the initial conditions on the asymptotic electron momentum is illustrated in
Fig. 1b by comparing the Wigner trajectory tW (x) with the trajectory of the commonly used clas-
sical simple-man (SM) model tsm(x) where the electron appears instantaneously at the tunnel exit
with an initial momentum which is equal to zero. Neglecting the atomic Coulomb potential in
the SM model leads to the final momentum p f = −
∫ ∞
t0 dtE(t). Accordingly, the additional time
delay τW manifests as a rotation of the asymptotic momentum distribution by δθτ = ωτW , and
the non-zero initial momentum to a counter-rotation by δθp ≈−pw/pE with pE = E0/ω , with ω
and E0 being the laser-field frequency and amplitude, respectively. At low intensities both effects
compensate each other almost completely and the corresponding trajectories merge (Fig. 1b left
panel). This explains, to a large extent, the success of the classical SM model in predicting the cor-
rect electron momentum [7]. However, with increasing intensity the Wigner time delay decreases
faster than the initial momentum increases leading to an additional net rotation compared to the
SM prediction δθ = δθτ −δθp (Fig. 1b right panel).
To demonstrate the relevance of the initial parameters (τW ,pW ) and their influence on the final
momentum distribution, we utilise their strong dependence on the width of the tunneling barrier.
We compare the theoretical predictions with experimental electron spectra for two atomic
species with slightly different ionization potentials Ip. The data for both targets were collected
within the same experiment for absolutely identical laser and experimental conditions (Fig. 2a).
By choosing a gas-mixture of argon (IArp =15.76 eV) and krypton (I
Kr
p =13.99 eV), two species with
similar physical and chemical properties, we can experimentally probe the barrier width and effec-
tively reduce the influences of other effects such as differences in Stark-shifts, atom polarizabilities
or dependences on the initial-state orbital momentum [16] (see supplementary material).
Laser pulses with a wavelength of 1300nm and an ellipticity of 0.85±0.05 have been emplyed.
By variation of the laser intensity a detailed investigation over a large range of effective tunneling
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barrier widths becomes possible.
FIG. 2. | Experimental acquisition of the photoelectron emission angles. a, Sketch of the experimental
setup: close to circularly polarized laser pulses with a 1300nm wavelength are focused onto a gas mixture
of argon and krypton inside a reaction microscope. b, Experimental momentum distribution obtained when
selecting the argon ionization events (left panel) or krypton (top right panel). The difference between the
normalized distributions is indicated (bottom right). c, Representation of the number of counts as a function
of the θ angle for both distributions from which we extract θmax the angle at which the number of counts is
maximum.
Measured electron momentum distributions for argon and krypton are shown in Fig. 2b at a
laser intensity of about 2×1014W/cm2. As expected for atoms with similar ionization potentials,
the spectra for both targets appear almost identical. However, clear differences manifest after the
subtraction of the normalized distributions (Fig 2b). For comparison with theory, as mentioned
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above, the value of interest is the most probable electron trajectory, in particular the final momen-
tum and the angle of rotation with respect to the axes of the polarization ellipse [14]. The latter
we associate with the angle θmax of the distribution where the number of counts is maximum. The
angle θmax is the observable that is most sensitive to both time delay and initial momentum. It is
obtained from a Gaussian fit to the experimental angular distribution in range from −50◦ to +50◦
(Fig 2c).
Instead of analysing the absolute emission angles for both targets, which would require a very
precise determination of the orientation of the polarization ellipse, we concentrate on the orien-
tation independent angle difference ∆θmax = θArmax− θKrmax and follow its behaviour as a function
of intensity. Again, to circumvent the notorious difficulties in determining the laser intensity with
high accuracy, we use instead of not well determined experimental intensities the average electron
momentum at θmax for ionization of argon: ρ(θmax) = ρAr(θmax) =
√
pArx (θmax)2+ pAry (θmax)2.
For circularly and elliptically polarized pulses this average momentum ρ(θmax) is an unambigu-
ous measure of the actual intensity, in which the correct mapping from momentum to intensity
must be provided by theory [23, 24]. Finally, we plot ∆θmax as a function of ρ(θmax) and compare
with our theoretical model (Fig. 3).
For a conclusive comparison two additional contributions, that are unavoidable in any experi-
ment, must be considered: the focal volume averaging and the depletion effects. The theoretical
curves for two sets of initial parameters are shown in Figure 3, the solid line is for the initial condi-
tions given by the Wigner formalism, and the dashed curve for the standard conditions (simple-man
model) of zero time delay and zero initial momentum. The first observation is that - as expected-
the initial conditions influence the final angle difference. Secondly, our results demonstrate that
the simple-man model fails in reproducing subtle features in strong field ionization, which are very
well reproduced with a more refined theory based on the Wigner formalism. The agreement with
experiment remains even when varying in our model all possible parameters such as ellipticity,
pulse duration, and pulse shape. There is no convincing way to explain the current experimental
result without the initial longitudinal momentum and the time delay (see Supplemental Material).
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FIG. 3. | Difference between the most probable photoelectron emission angle for argon and krypton.
Experiment and theories (with and without initial momentum and tunneling delay time). Note that the
indicated tunneling theory is not fully applicable to the first three data points where the intensity is in the
intermediate tunneling-multiphoton regime.
In conclusion, we have addressed the time-resolved dynamics of the tunneling ionization of an
atom. We identified theoretically the tunneling delay time and the initial longitudinal momentum
at the tunnel exit for the most probable trajectory of the tunneling electron and tested it experimen-
tally. The experimental results can be satisfactorily reproduced only when these two parameters
are included in the theoretical model resulting in a non-vanishing tunneling time.
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Appendix A: Experimental Details
1. Basic principle
In order to extract information about the tunneling process we study electron momentum distri-
butions for ionization of two atomic systems with similar ionization potential: argon and krypton.
Using the coincidence capabilities of the Reaction Microscope we investigate the two atoms within
the same experiment, at the same time to avoid the intrinsic experimental inaccuracies of indepen-
dent measurements (changes in the laser properties and systematic imprecisions).
2. Laser setup
Linearly polarized 1300nm radiation was generated by an optical parametric amplification
(OPA) system (TOPAS-C, Light Conversion) pumped by 25 f s, 790nm pulses from a Ti:Sapphire
based laser system. The close-to-circular polarization of the near-IR pulses was adjusted using
broadband half and quarter wave plates. The ellipticity was determined to be 0.85±0.05 (the ratio
of the minor to the major axis). The pulse duration was determined to be 60± 15 f s at FWHM.
These two parameters were measured using optical methods, independently from model depen-
dent fitting of experimental photo-ionization momentum distributions. The laser intensity at the
target was adjusted using a motorized iris. To ensure that no laser parameters are drifting during
the measurements, the polarization and intensity were monitored in-situ by inspection of the ion-
ization count rate and the momentum distribution of the recorded electrons. As indicated in the
main text, the absolute calibration of the experimental intensity was performed by comparing the
momentum distribution to the simulations including effects intrinsic to the experiment: depletion
of target atoms and focal volume averaging[1].
3. Spectrometer
The laser pulses are focused onto a supersonic, internally cold, gas jet inside a Reaction Mi-
croscope (ReMi) (see Fig [2A] in the main text). The reaction fragments (electrons and ions) are
guided by weak homogeneous electric and magnetic fields onto time and position sensitive de-
tectors. From their time of flight and their impact position, the initial momentum vectors of the
fragments are determined [2, 3]. For the present analysis the electron spectra are utilized. For a
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given field setting of the spectrometer, the electron momentum transverse to the spectrometer axis
is not resolved at longitudinal momenta that correspond to electrons with a time of flight equal to
multiples of their cyclotron period. In order to account for this, spectra at different field settings
were recorded and combined.
We used a gas mixture of argon and krypton. Using the coincidence with the ion for assign-
ing electrons coming from argon or krypton atoms we were able to measure the 3D electron-
momentum distribution for each target maintaining identical experimental conditions meaning
with the same laser pulse parameters and the same spectrometer settings. For the given intensities,
the count rate was less than one ionization event per pulse leading to false coincidences of less
than 4%.
4. Data analysis
For each momentum distribution, a peak search is performed to determine the exact angle at
which the maximum number of counts is observed (see also main text). To do so we fit a Gaussian
function to the peak in the angular distribution from -50 to +50 degree with the amplitude, the
peak position and the width being free parameters. The fit is performed on the data weighted by
their errors. The error bars shown on the angle difference (see Fig [3] in the main text) represent
the one sigma statistical error obtained through a standard error propagation. A second method is
used to verify this obtained angle difference between the two species. A cross-correlation between
the angular distribution curves of the two species leads to the same value within the error bars.
The observable ρ(θmax) used in the following and in the main text correspond to the av-
erage radial electron momentum at the peak of the angular distribution for the case of argon√
pArx (θmax)2+ pAry (θmax)2. It is used as a measure for the laser intensity. Since the conversion
between intensity and the radius of the 2D momentum distribution is disputable [4, 5], we refer to
this experimental observable as it is extracted from the data.
Appendix B: Theoretical Details
In this theoretical section we start with the simplified so-called simple-man picture [6–11],
which is based on quasi-classical trajectories, and then step by step we explore necessary modifi-
cations and implement them.
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1. Simplified picture
We investigate tunnel-ionization in a regime where the Keldysh parameter is small γ =
ω
√
2Ip/E0 < 1, with ω , E0, and Ip being the laser frequency, the electric field amplitude, and
the ionization potential, respectively. Additionally, the condition E0/Ea . 1/9, with the atomic
field strength Ea = (2Ip)3/2, is fulfilled and there is no over-the barrier-ionization [12, 13].
We aim to calculate the most probable asymptotic momentum of an electron liberated from
an atom by strong-field tunnel-ionization. The quantum theory describes the tunneling step of
the electron dynamics (see below) and provides the coordinate of the electron at the tunnel exit
r(ti) = rexit , and its momentum r˙(ti) = pi (the dot denotes the derivative with respect to time t).
In the continuum the electron is propagated classically by Newton’s equations
r¨(t) =−E(t)−∇U(r(t)), (B1)
yielding the most probable final momentum of the photoelectron
p f = pi−
∫ ∞
ti
dt [E(t)+∇U(r(t))] . (B2)
In the simple-man picture the initial momentum at the tunnel exit pi is assumed to be zero, and
the most probable instant of ionization ti, corresponding to the maximum of ionization probability,
is set to the time when the electric field reached its maximum value tmax. The tunneling step
itself is assumed to happen instantaneously. Furthermore, the potential of the atomic core U(r) is
neglected, such that the liberated electron propagates freely in the electric field E(t). Then, the
final momentum is determined by the vector potential A(t) at the electric field’s maximum
p f =−
∫ ∞
tmax
dtE(t) =−A(tmax) . (B3)
The electric field of the laser propagating along the z-axis, we define in the non-relativistic regime
E(t) =−G (t) [cos(ωt)xˆ+ζ sin(ωt)yˆ] , (B4)
where 0≤ ζ ≤ 1 is the ellipticity parameter, G (t) =E0 f (t)with E0 =
√
I/(1+ζ 2), and f (t) being
the field envelope such that f (−∞) = f (∞) = 0. The intensity I is given in terms of the atomic
units (1a.u. = 3.509× 1016 W/cm2). Here, we neglect the spatial dependency of the laser field,
i.e., we apply the electric dipole approximation [see Ref. [14, 15] for a relativistic description of
the strong field ionization process].
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FIG. 4. The distribution function of intensities I that atoms experience in the laser focal volume of a
Gaussian beam; I0 is the laser peak intensity.
In order to relate and compare experiment with theory, it is most common to use as observables
the most probable electron emission angle θmax and the radial momentum ρ at this angle. They
are given by the following formulas:
θmax = arctan
(
p f ,x
p f ,y
)
, ρ(θmax) =
√
p2f ,x+ p
2
f ,y , (B5)
respectively. Note that for a non-circularly polarized laser field (ζ < 1) the tunneling direction for
the electron contributing to the peak of the momentum distribution is defined along the x-axis. In
the simple-man model, this yields p f ,x = 0, θmax = 0, and ρ(θmax) = ζE0/ω . Thereby, there is no
dependence on the ionization potential and the difference in angle θmax and in radius ρ between
different species at the same intensity would vanish.
The modifications implemented to the simple-man picture in order to reproduce the present
experimental data are explained in the following sections. As a first point, we carry out averaging
over the laser focus and find the focal volume averaged most probable momentum. Next, we
include the depletion and saturations effect of the ionization. Further, we include the effect of the
atomic potential on the tunneling dynamics, and finally, based on quantum calculations we reveal
the tunneling time and the corresponding electron momentum right after tunneling.
2. Focal volume averaging
In the experiment, ionization takes place in the entire focal volume and, accordingly, atoms at
different positions in the target interact with different laser intensities.
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The distribution function F(I, I0) of intensities I that atoms experience in the laser focal volume
of a Gaussian beam with peak intensity I0 is presented in Fig. 4. The atoms are exposed to a
broad distribution of intensities up to the maximum intensity I0. Taking into account the intensity
dependent ionization yield Y (I), the final focus averaged most probable momentum p¯ f (I0) is then
calculated by
p¯ f (I0) =
∫ I0
0 dI F(I, I0)Y (I)p f (I)∫ I0
0 dI F(I, I0)Y (I)
, (B6)
where p f (I) is the momentum obtained for one discrete intensity I. The combined term F(I, I0)Y (I)
can be regarded as the effective probability density for ionization which is a function of intensity
I at a given peak intensity I0.
3. Ionization yield and saturation
In an experiment the number of atoms in the interaction region is finite, and in the laser pulse,
due to ionization, the number of atoms is depleted. Therefore, some of them do not survive up to
the peak of the laser pulse. We account for this depletion and saturation of ionization assuming
that the most probable ionization of an atom takes place not at the maximum of the pulse envelope
but at earlier times for high intensities.
The ionization yield can be defined in terms of the instantaneous ionization rate Γ (t) in the
following way [16, 17]
Y˜ (t) = 1− exp
[
−
∫ t
−∞
dt ′Γ (t ′)
]
. (B7)
In order to calculate the instantaneous ionization rate we replace E0 with
√
E2x (t)+E2y (t), and the
Keldysh parameter γ with γ(t)≡ ω√2Ip/G (t) in the well-known ADK formula with the leading
γ correction [18, 19]
Γ (t) =C2l
3exp
[
− 9Ip
G (t)
(2Ip)3/2
]
2(2Ip)1/
√
2Ip−1/2
 2(2Ip)3/2√
E2x (t)+E2y (t)
 2√2Ip−1 (B8)
× exp
− 2(2Ip)3/2
3
√
E2x (t)+E2y (t)
(
1− 1
10
(
1− ζ
2
3
)
γ(t)2
) .
The exponent in the first line is an empirical correction [17] withClAr = 2.44 andClKr = 2.49 [20].
The yield at time t via Eq. B7 is presented in Fig. 5 A, which shows that the yield saturates
before the electric field reaches its peak value for high intensities. In other words, all the atoms
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FIG. 5. Figure A) shows the yield for Kr as a function of time in a laser pulse (black thin solid line). For high
intensities the yield saturates before the peak of the electric field. The vertical lines are the corresponding
saturation times. In figure B) the electric field seen by Kr (blue solid curve), and Ar (yellow solid curve)
are shown, the dotted green curve shows the field without the saturation effect. The applied parameter are
ω = 0.0350, ζ = 0.85, Imax= 7.2×1014 W/cm2 and the envelope is cos4(tpi/τ)with τ = 36×2pi/ω = 55fs.
are already ionized before they have a chance to interact with the peak intensity. Most atoms are
ionized at the moment ts when the yield derivative is maximal, i.e., at ¨˜Y (ts) = 0. Therefore, we
conclude that the most probable electron trajectory starts its classical motion in the continuum not
at the field maximum, but at an earlier time ts ≤ tmax = 0. As a result, the electric field observed
by the liberated electron saturates with increasing intensity, see Fig. 5 B. The yield needed for the
focal averaging in Eq. (B6) is then given by Y (I) = Y˜ (ts).
The saturation time ts is an important parameter which has an impact on the most probable
phototelectron momentum. At first sight the derivation ts is a critical point of the analysis, because
it depends on many factors (the intensity, rate formula, the ellipticity, pulse duration) which are
predetermined only approximately in the experiment. However, we will show below that the main
observables, the difference of the angle defining the most probable photoelectron momentum for
argon and krypton, is robust against variations of the mentioned parameters.
4. Binding potential, ionization energy, and tunnel exit
Both the tunneling step and the electron dynamics in the continuum are governed not only by
the electric field, but also by the potential of the atomic core. The binding potential of a multi-
electron atom can be modelled with a Hartree-Fock-Slater type potential, which is split into two
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FIG. 6. The potential barrier (B15) as a function of η . In the potential the polarization term is omitted
in order to make the difference visible. The applied parameters are ts = 0, I = 0.5Imax with the krypton
parameters.
parts; the usual Coulomb potential, and a screening potential, that reflects the multi-electron effect,
U(r) =−1
r
− Φ(r)
r
, (B9)
where the screening part Φ(r) vanishes for large values of r. The screening function is usually
written in the following form [21, 22]:
Φ(r) = Aexp(−Br)+(Z−1−A)exp(−Cr) , (B10)
with Z being the atomic number, and the coefficients A, B, and C are chosen such that the bound
state energies fit with the experimental ones. For argon (Z = 18) these coefficients are AAr = 5.4,
BAr = 1, and CAr = 3.682 [21], whereas in the case of krypton (Z = 36) the coefficients are AKr =
6.42, BKr = 0.905, and CKr = 4.20 [22].
Furthermore, due to the interaction with the electric field the atom is polarized. This affects the
ionization potential via a Stark shift
Ip = I0p+
1
2
(αN−αI)G 2(ts) , (B11)
where I0p (0.580 a.u. for argon and 0.515a.u. for krypton) is the field-free ionization energy,
αN and αI are the static atomic and ionic polarizabilities, respectively [13]. The corresponding
static polarizabilities are αN,Kr = 16.7, αI,Kr = 9.25 , αN,Ar = 11.1, αI,Kr = 7.2 [23, 24]. The
polarization also affects the potential of the atomic core [25]
U(r) =−1
r
− Φ(r)
r
−αI r ·E(ts)r3 . (B12)
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After all, the ionized electron propagates in an effective potential
U(r, t) =−1
r
− Φ(r)
r
−αI r ·E(ts)r3 +r ·E(t) (B13)
after the tunneling.
In order to find the position of the tunnel exit, we first write down the corresponding time
independent Schro¨dinger equation (TISE) with the potential at time ts
− Ipψ(r) =
(
−∇
2
2
− 1
r
− Φ(r)
r
+αI
xG (ts)
r3
− xG (ts)
)
ψ(r) . (B14)
In parabolic coordinates, x = (η − ξ )/2, y =
√
ηξ cos(φ), z =
√
ηξ sin(φ), Eq. (B14) can be
separated [12, 13, 26], and in the limit η  ξ , we find the one-dimensional potential barrier
VB(η) =−
1−√2Ip/2
2η
− 1
8η2
− G (ts)η
8
+αI
G (ts)
η2
− Φ(η/2)
2η
, (B15)
The tunnel exit in parabolic coordinates is then given by VB(ηexit) = −Ip/4, which in Cartesian
coordinates reads xexit = ηexit/2. Although the screening potential has a negligible effect on the
tunnel exit, see Fig. 6, its impact is crucial for the quantum mechanical propagation, which we
discuss in the next section.
5. Tunneling time and initial tunneling momentum
The Schro¨dinger equation (B14) corresponds to the tunnel-ionization problem. When described
within the quasi-classical (Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB)) theory the tunneling is an instanta-
neous process, and the tunnel exit is a turning point, where the electron is ionized with a vanishing
longitudinal initial momentum. In order to reproduce a more accurate tunneling picture we go
beyond the WKB approximation in our quantum mechanical description.
The quantum mechanical description of the propagation of the ionized electron is given by the
propagation of the wave function
Ψ(r, t) = 〈r|U(t, ts)|Ψ(ts)〉=
∫
driK(r,ri; t, ts)Ψ(ri, ts) , (B16)
whereΨ(ri, ts) is the initial wave function, and the term K(r,ri; t, ts) = 〈r|U(t, ts)|ri〉 is the cor-
responding space-time propagator, or Feynman Kernel, which connects space points ri and r in a
time interval t− ts.
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The Keldysh condition (γ < 1) guarantees that the ionization process is adiabatic. Therefore,
we can assume that the energy is conserved during the process, and accordingly the space-time
propagator can be written in terms of the fixed-energy propagator G(r,ri,ε), the retarded Green’s
function of the TISE. After mapping the three-dimensional geometry to a one-dimensional tunnel-
ing geometry in the parabolic coordinates, the space-time propagator is written as
K(η ,ηi, t− ts) = 12pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dε e−iε(t−ts)G(η ,ηi,ε) , (B17)
where the Green’s function is given by(
ε
4
+
1
2
∂ 2
∂η2
−VB(η)
)
G(η ,ηi,ε) = δ (η−ηi) . (B18)
If we decompose the Green’s function into its phase and amplitude, by means of the stationary
phase analysis we deduce that solutions of the equation
(t− ts)− ∂ arg [G(η ,ηi,ε)]∂ε = 0 (B19)
yield the dominant energies. In other respect, as in the case of tunnel-ionization, if the ionization
energy is the dominant energy then the trajectory
t(η ,ηi) =
∂ arg [G(η ,ηi,ε)]
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
ε=−Ip
+ ts (B20)
will be the dominant trajectory for the space-time propagator.
This definition of the dominant trajectory is based on Ref. [27]. We will call it Wigner trajectory
as it generalizes the Wigner approach for the scattering time delay [28] to the tunneling problem. In
the original idea of Wigner the asymptotic time delay at scattering was described by the derivative
of the scattering phase shift with respect to energy. The definition of the dominant trajectory is
quite natural. In fact, once the Green’s function is calculated within the WKB approximation,
the phase will correspond to the classical action, hence the definition of a trajectory by Eq. (B20)
would follow the Hamilton-Jacobi theory (see for instance Ref. [29]).
For a one-dimensional problem the Green’s function can be calculated via
G(η ,ηi,ε) =
2i
W
[θ(η−ηi)ψ+(η ,ε)ψ−(ηi,ε)+θ(ηi−η)ψ−(η ,ε)ψ+(ηi,ε)] (B21)
with W = ψ−(η ,ε)∂ηψ+(η ,ε)− ψ+(η ,ε)∂ηψ−(η ,ε) being the Wronskian [30–32], where
ψ+(η ,ε), and ψ−(η ,ε) are the corresponding solutions of the TISE(
−1
2
d2
dη2
+VB(η)
)
ψ±(η ,ε) =
ε
4
ψ±(η ,ε) (B22)
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FIG. 7. The probability current (blue solid line) as a function of the coordinate η at t = ts. The yellow dashed
lines are the tunnelling entry and exit, respectively. The blue dashed vertical line indicates the saddle of the
potential, V ′B(ηi, ts) = 0. The black thin curve and the black dashed line demonstrate the tunneling barrier,
and the ionization energy, respectively.
with positive and negative current, respectively. The phase of the Green’s function can then be
written as
arg [G(η ,ηi,ε)] = S+(η ,ε)−S+(ηi,ε) , η ≥ ηi , (B23)
where S± ≡ arg(ψ±), and we use the fact that S−(ηi,ε) =−S+(ηi,ε). Thereby, the Wigner trajec-
tory is defined by the phase of the wave function of the TISE with a positive outgoing probability
current
tW (η ,ηi) =
∂S(η ,−Ip)
∂ε
− ∂S(ηi,−Ip)
∂ε
+ ts , (B24)
where we omit the sub-index + for the phase S+.
In order to derive the Wigner trajectory one has to specify the initial coordinate ηi. First of
all, as Eq. (B24) implies tW (ηi,ηi) = ts, we conclude that the initial starting point of the Wigner
trajectory ηi is the position where the tunneling part of the electron wave packet is maximum at
time ts. To identify ηi we calculate the probability current density J(η , t) and find its maximum
at t = ts. In other words ηi is given by the condition J′(ηi, ts) = 0, where the prime denotes
the derivative with respect to the coordinate η . For a wave function in the form of ψ(η , t) =
A(η , t)exp [iS(η , t)] the probability current can be written as J(η , t) = A(η , t)2S′(η , t). Using the
Schro¨dinger equation as well as the continuity equation we obtain
S′(η , t) =
√
2
(
−S˙(η , t)−VB(η , t)+ A
′′(η , t)
2A(η , t)
)
, (B25)
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FIG. 8. The Wigner (blue dotted curve), the simple-man (red solid curve), and the quasi-classical with
initial condition given by the Wigner formalism (purple solid curve). The dashed vertical line corresponds
to xi, whereas the next solid line is the tunnel exit xexit . The applied parameters are I = 0.15Imax for deep-
tunneling, figure A), I = 0.85Imax for near-threshold-tunneling, figure B), with the krypton parameters.
where the dot represents the derivative with respect to time andVB(η , t) is given by Eq. (B15) with
the replacement of G (ts)→ G (t). We calculate the current derivative
J′(η , t) = J(η , t)
[
2A′(η , t)
A(η , t)
+
S′′(η , t)
S′(η , t)
]
. (B26)
In the quasi-static approach S˙′(η , ts) ∼ 0 and in the quasi-classical case |A′′(η , ts)|  |A(η , ts)|.
Moreover, in the latter case |A′/A| ∼ |S′′/S′| ∼ |V ′B/(VB+ S˙)| and one can deduce that
J′(ηi, ts) ∝V ′B(ηi, ts) = 0 . (B27)
Namely, the probability current will be maximum at the point where V ′B(ηi, ts) = 0. In order to
justify the derived result we also solved numerically the time dependent Schro¨dinger equation
(TDSE) for a soft core potential with the typical parameters used in the experiment. As it is shown
in Fig. 7 the probability current is maximum at the saddle point of the potential VB(η , ts).
Next, we define the Wigner trajectory along the x coordinate. We first write the TISE Eq. (B22)
in the x-coordinate using the approximate coordinate transformation η ≈ 2x(
−1
2
d2
dx2
+4VB(2x)
)
ψ˜±(x,ε) = ε ψ˜±(x,ε) , (B28)
with 4VB(2x) being the potential barrier in Cartesian coordinates through which the electron tun-
nels with the energy −Ip. Then, we define the Wigner trajectory as
tW (x)≡ tW (x,xi) = ∂ S˜(x,−Ip)∂ε −
∂ S˜(xi,−Ip)
∂ε
+ ts , (B29)
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where S˜≡ S˜+ = arg(ψ˜+) and xi = ηi/2 as 4V ′B(2xi) = 0.
The Wigner trajectories for the two different regimes, the deep-tunneling and the near-threshold-
tunneling, are shown in Fig. 8. We observe that in both regimes the electron spends a finite time
under the barrier until it reaches the exit and it is set into the continuum with a positive time delay
τW ≡ tW (xexit)> 0 (see the blue dotted curves in Fig. 8). In Fig. 9 A) we show this time as a func-
tion of intensity for each target. Thus, the quantum mechanical treatment of the problem reveals
a time delay. In addition to the time delay, the Wigner trajectory also uncovers that the electron
appears in the continuum with an initial momentum pW = (d tW (x)/dx|x=xexit )−1(see Fig. 9 B)).
Furthermore, we can compare the Wigner trajectory tW (x) with the simple-man trajectory
tsm(x). By the latter we imply that the electron instantaneously passes the barrier and emerges
at the tunnel exit with a vanishing initial momentum and obeys Newton’s equations afterwards.
For low intensities, which correspond to the so-called deep-tunneling regime [33], we observe that
even though the Wigner trajectory spends a non-zero finite time under the barrier, it has a non-zero
initial momentum in contrast to the simple-man trajectory such that both trajectories overlap in
the classical domain at distances far from the tunnel exit and hence they are indistinguishable via
their asymptotic momentum distribution [27](see Fig. 8 A)). Thus, in the deep-tunneling regime
the attoclock technique based on the photoelectron momentum measurement cannot reveal any
deviation from the quasi-classical theory.
However, with increasing intensity the width of the tunneling barrier decreases and the time
τW gets shorter such that it cannot overcome the effect of the initial momentum any more. In
this so-called near-threshold tunneling regime the Wigner trajectory overtakes the simple-man one
leading to an effectively negative asymptotic time delay [27, 33](see Fig. 8 B)).
In order to embed the results of the quantum mechanical description of the tunneling step into
the further classical propagation we define a classical trajectory starting at ti = τW + ts with an
initial momentum pW , which mimics the Wigner trajectory in the classical region (see the purple
solid lines in Fig. 8). However, once we include the time τW into the formalism we have to take
into account the field change during this time interval. In the latter instant the TISE reads(
−∇
2
2
− 1
r
− Φ(r)
r
−αI r ·E(ts+ τW )r3 +r ·E(ts+ τW )
)
ψ(r) =−Ipψ(r) . (B30)
After the following coordinate transformation
x=
x′ cos(ωτW )+ζ y′ sin(ωτW )√
cos2(ωτW )+ζ 2 sin2(ωτW )
, y=
ζ x′ sin(ωτW )− y′ cos(ωτW )√
cos2(ωτW )+ζ 2 sin2(ωτW )
, z= z′ , (B31)
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FIG. 9. Figure A) shows the time spent under the barrier from xi to xexit as a function of intensity for Kr and
Ar, and the corresponding momentum of the Wigner trajectory at the tunnel exit is shown in figure B).
the TISE becomes(
−∇
′2
2
− 1
r′
− Φ(r
′)
r′
+αI
x′G ′(ts)
r′3
− x′G ′(ts)
)
ψ(x′) =−Ipψ(x′) , (B32)
where ∇′ = ∂/∂x′, r′ =
√
x′2+ y′2+ z′2, and G ′(ts) = G (ts+ τW )
√
cos2(ωτW )+ζ 2 sin2(ωτW ).
As Eq. (B32) is in the form of Eq. (B14) we can separate the equation in parabolic coordinates and
iterate the tunnel dynamics. However, since the applied ellipticity in the experiment is very close
to the circular polarization, and G (ts+ τW ) ∼ G (τW ), the amplitude of the electric field remains
almost the same G ′(ts) ∼ G (ts). Hence, the Wigner time τW will be the same during the field
rotation. Nevertheless the field rotates which affects the tunneling direction. As a consequence,
the initial momentum and the tunnel exit in Cartesian coordinates result to
pi ≈ pW ≡ pW cos(ωτW )xˆ+ζ sin(ωτW )yˆ√
cos2(ωτW )+ζ 2 sin2(ωτW )
, (B33)
rexit ≈ xexit cos(ωτW )xˆ+ζ sin(ωτW )yˆ√
cos2(ωτW )+ζ 2 sin2(ωτW )
. (B34)
In this improved final picture we reveal - in addition to the tunneling time and an initial longi-
tudinal momentum - an initial transversal momentum as well as a correction for the tunnel exit.
Appendix C: Comparison of Experiment and Theory
After including all these effects the comparison of theory with experiment is shown in Fig. 10
A) (see also main text). We note that the only differences between the two theoretical curves in
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FIG. 10. Figure A) shows comparison of the experiment and the theory for the angle difference. pi is given
by Eq. (B33), and τ = τW . The applied parameters for the theory are ζ = 0.85, τ = 36×2pi/ω = 55fs with
the envelope cos4(pit/τ). Figure B) demonstrates the theoretical prediction of the radius of the electron
momentum distribution of Ar as a function of intensity.
Fig. 10 A) are the chosen combinations for the initial momentum and the Wigner time, otherwise
all the mentioned effects are included. In figure 10 B) the relation between the average electron
momentum ρAr(the radius of the electron distribution for argon) and the applied intensity is shown.
From Fig. 10 we conclude that the simple-man model (the dashed curve) fails to predict the exper-
imental data whereas the solid curve, whose initial conditions are given by the Wigner formalism,
agrees well with the experiment in the regime where γ  1 or equivalently ρAr ≥ 1.3a.u.. In the
low intensity domain (ρAr < 1.3a.u.), where the Wigner formalism converges to the simple-man
model because the Keldysh parameter approaches unity, one has to take into account non-adiabatic
effects to tunnel-ionization such as non-adiabatic momentum shift [34], and tunnel exit shift [35].
As a final point, we emphasize that the pulse duration, shape and ellipticity are determined in
the experiment with a limited precision. However, these parameters influence the outcome of the
experiment. In order to put further constraints on their absolute values, we compare the theoretical
results with two other observables: the difference between the average electron momentum ρAr−
ρKr and the yield ratio between argon and krypton as a function of intensity. The latter can be
calculated via
Y¯ (I0) =
∫ I0
0 dI F(I, I0)Y (I)∫ I0
0 dI F(I, I0)
. (C1)
The results are shown in Fig. 11 A) and B), respectively.
The free parameters describing the pulses (pulse shape, pulse duration, ellipticity) are varied
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FIG. 11. Comparison of the experiment and the theory; figure A) the difference between the average electron
momentum, figure B) the yield ratio.
over a range larger than the experimental uncertainties and for each set of parameters the intensity
of the pulses is chosen such that these two additional observables are fitted by the theoretical
curves. For each set of parameters, with the intensity calibrated, we then obtain - similar than
for Fig. 10 A) - the angle differences ∆(θmax) in the theoretical curves and compare it with the
experiment. Such curves are shown in Fig. 12 for a few set of parameters. We conclude that the
variation of pulses parameters has almost no influence on the main observable ∆(θmax). In order
to convincingly explain the angle differences it is necessary to change the initial conditions of the
tunneling electron according to the Wigner formalism.
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FIG. 12. Comparison of the experiment and the theory for different pulse durations, ellipticity, and en-
velopes.
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